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OBJECTIVE
Estimate a 2D skeletal representation of the joints on the arms and legs, and 
keypoints on the torso and head while with occlusions (like wall)



Motivation
● Human Pose Estimation is an important task in Computer Vision

○ Surveillance
○ Activity Recognition
○ Gaming etc

● With camera occlusions are a big hindrance
● While RF signals can see through wall

○ 3D tracking via body radio reflections, Fadel Adib, 2014
○ Capturing the Human figure through a wall, Fadel Adib, 2015
○ Wfid: Passive device-free human identification using WiFi signal, F Hong, 2016



Related Work:
● Computer Vision:

○ Top-down: First detect people and then apply pose to each individual person
○ Bottom-up: First identify key-points  and then group and associate them to form a person

● Wireless System:
○ High frequency based localization and people tracking : Uses mmWave, but fail to penetrate 

walls
○ Lower Frequency based: Uses GHz signals like WiFi to track and it can penetrate through 

walls
○ Device free tracking uses reflections to localize and track people



METHOD





Resolutions for the RF
10cm resolution in distance ⇒ 3GHz of Bandwidth 

(They use 5.46 − 7.24 GHz ⇒ 2GHz)

15o resolution in angle ⇒ 8 antenna in both horizontal and vertical axes

100 frames.. So inputs are 100xMxN for images

For horizontal and vertical heatmaps these will be 200xMxK and 200xNxK 

(70µWatts of Transmit Power)
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PRE-TRAINED (OpenPose )

Are complex channels with two real valued 
channels one for each real and imaginary parts



● Horizontal and vertical heatmaps are Complex heatmaps 
○ different networks for both real and imaginary parts

● These are represented as two different channels (so.. 2*100xMxK 
(2*100xNxK) for horizontal (vertical) streams)



10 layers of 9 × 5 × 5 
spatio-temporal convolutions with 
1 × 2 × 2 strides

 4 layers of 3 × 6 × 6 with fractionally 
stride of 1× 1/2 × 1/2 , except the 
last layer has one of 1 × 1/4 × 1/4

channel-wise concatenation of 
horizontal and vertical RF encodings



Loss Function



Dataset
 50 hrs of data collection at 50 different locations 

Offices, coffee houses lecure and seminar halls across MIT



RESULTS



Well lit and occlusion free environments



Not so well lit, with occlusion and even reflectors



Importance of considering multiple windows over 
time



Person Identification
Based on the gait of a person one can identify a person

Over 100 different persons:


